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Abstract
The Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem is a well-known theorem from
the field of social choice theory. It states that every voting scheme with
at least 3 possible outcomes is dictatorial or manipulable. Later work
on the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem frequently does not distinguish
between alternatives and outcomes, thereby leading to a less general
statement that requires the voting scheme to be onto. We show how
the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem can be derived from the seemingly
less general formulation.
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1 Introduction
The Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem [Gib73, Sat75] states that every voting
scheme with at least 3 possible outcomes must be dictatorial or manipulable.
The importance of the theorem has been widely recognized [DS00, Tay05,
FS06]. Arguably, any practically useful voting scheme should be both non-
manipulable and non-dictatorial. The Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem, how-
ever, shows that such a scheme is mathematically impossible, provided there
are at least 3 possible outcomes. Following the seminal work of Gibbard
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and Satterthwaite, a number of alternative proofs of the theorem have been
published [Ga¨r77, SS78, Bar83, Sve99, Ben00, Ren01].
Recent work on the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem frequently does not
distinguish between the set of alternatives, i.e., the set of things to choose
from, and the set of possible outcomes, i.e., the range of the voting scheme.
This leads to a less general formulation of the theorem, which explicitly
requires alternatives and possible outcomes to be the same. Take [Sve99], for
instance, where the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem is stated as follows:
“A strategy-proof voting rule that is onto is dictatorial if the
number of alternatives is at least three.”
This is also the statement established by Nipkow [Nip09], who presents com-
puter-checked proofs of the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem and of Arrow’s
impossibility theorem [Arr50] in higher-order logic. Likewise, Reny [Ren01]
(using a definition of Pareto efficiency that immediately implies surjectiv-
ity) proves a similarly weakened version of the Muller-Satterthwaite theo-
rem [MS77]:
“If #A ≥ 3 and f : LN → A is Pareto efficient and monotonic,
then f is a dictatorial social choice function.”
Also witness the Wikipedia on-line encyclopedia [Wik09], which gives further
evidence of the less general formulation’s widespread use:
“The Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem [. . . ] states that, for three
or more candidates, one of the following three things must hold
for every voting rule:
1. The rule is dictatorial [. . . ], or
2. There is some candidate who cannot win, under the rule, in
any circumstances, or
3. The rule is susceptible to tactical voting [. . . ].”
Note the second condition, which suggests that the theorem otherwise only
applies to voting schemes that are onto.
Given this formulation of the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem, the unini-
tiated may be thrown off by the possibility to extend the set of candidates
with one or more infeasible “dummy” alternatives. The less general formula-
tion then seems to permit the existence of a non-dictatorial, non-manipulable
voting scheme whose range is precisely the set of feasible alternatives. Voters
would be asked to rank the dummies together with the real alternatives, but
this could be considered a minor nuisance.
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From the original formulation of the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem, we
can see directly that this prestidigitation must be futile. In this paper, we
show how the original theorem can be recovered from the (seemingly) less
general formulation that is predominant in the recent literature. While this
result should be well-known to old stagers, the proof is at least not com-
pletely trivial: if we start with a voting scheme that is not onto and simply
restrict its codomain (i.e., the set of alternatives) to the set of possible out-
comes, the resulting function, while onto, is generally not a voting scheme
anymore. A voting scheme’s domain and codomain are interrelated; votes
rank every alternative, not just those which are feasible. The following Sec-
tion 2 introduces some notation and basic definitions, while Section 3 gives
the proof.
2 Basic Definitions
Let A denote a finite set of alternatives, and let L denote the set of strict
linear orders, or (strict) rankings, on A.1 Fix a positive integer N . The set
of individuals then is {1, . . . , N}. A function f : LN → A is called a voting
scheme. Elements in R := range(f) are called (possible) outcomes of the
scheme, while elements in A\R are called infeasible. As usual, we say that f
is onto iff R = A. We write L|R for the restriction of a ranking L to elements
in R, and L|R for the set {L|R | L ∈ L}.
Definition 1 (SP). A voting scheme f : LN → A is strategy-proof iff
f(L1, . . . , L
′
i, . . . , LN) ≤Li f(L1, . . . , Li, . . . , LN)
for every individual i (i.e., casting a vote L′i that is perhaps different from
i’s sincere ranking Li will not improve the outcome, as measured by Li). A
voting scheme is manipulable iff it is not strategy-proof.
Definition 2. A voting scheme f : LN → A is dictatorial iff there exists an
individual i such that (for all x ∈ R) f(L1, . . . , LN) = x if and only if x is at
the top of i’s restricted ranking Li|R.
The Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem, as stated and proved in [Gib73],
then reads as follows.
1Strictness is a common assumption in the literature on the Gibbard-Satterthwaite
theorem, going back to Satterthwaite himself [Sat75], but made merely to simplify the
presentation. Our results can easily be extended to non-strict rankings, i.e., rankings
which allow ties.
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Theorem 3 (Gibbard-Satterthwaite). Every voting scheme with at least
three outcomes is either dictatorial or manipulable.
Another desirable and well-known property of voting schemes, Arrow’s
independence of irrelevant alternatives [Arr50], will also be useful to establish
our main result.
Definition 4 (IIA). A voting scheme f : LN → A is independent of irrelevant
alternatives iff f(L1, . . . , LN) = f(L
′
1, . . . , L
′
N) whenever Li|R = L′i|R for
every individual i.
3 The Proof
We take the less general formulation of the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem
from [Sve99], slightly reworded to make the difference to Theorem 3 more
obvious.
Theorem 5. Every voting scheme with at least three alternatives that is onto
is either dictatorial or manipulable.
Theorem 5 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3: every voting scheme
with at least three alternatives that is onto is, quite obviously, a voting
scheme with at least three outcomes, hence dictatorial or manipulable by
Theorem 3.
We now show that Theorems 3 and 5 are in fact equivalent, i.e., that the
original Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem can be derived from the (seemingly)
less general formulation. We prove a lemma first.
Lemma 6 (SP implies IIA). Every strategy-proof voting scheme f : LN → A
is independent of irrelevant alternatives.
This lemma is known. See [MS77, p. 414, footnote 2], for instance, where
strategy-proofness is shown to be equivalent to a condition called strong pos-
itive association (SPA for short): “In addition, one can show that if, in our
definition of a voting procedure, we permitted the set [. . . ] of feasible alter-
natives to vary over some universal set of alternatives, then SPA also implies
Arrow’s independence of irrelevant alternatives condition.” We supply the
proof of the lemma, which was omitted in Muller’s and Satterthwaite’s paper.
Proof. It suffices to show f(L1, . . . , Li, . . . , LN) = f(L1, . . . , L
′
i, . . . , LN), pro-
vided Li|R = L′i|R, where i is an arbitrary (but fixed) individual. The more
general lemma then follows by a straightforward induction on N , using tran-
sitivity of equality.
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Since f is strategy-proof, we have
f(L1, . . . , L
′
i, . . . , LN) ≤Li f(L1, . . . , Li, . . . LN),
and likewise
f(L1, . . . , Li, . . . , LN) ≤L′i f(L1, . . . , L′i, . . . LN).
Both sides of these inequations are in R, so the assumption Li|R = L′i|R
yields
f(L1, . . . , Li, . . . LN) ≤Li f(L1, . . . , L′i, . . . LN) ≤Li f(L1, . . . , Li, . . . LN).
Hence f(L1, . . . , Li, . . . , LN) = f(L1, . . . , L
′
i, . . . , LN) by irreflexivity and tran-
sitivity of <Li .
Lemma 6 shows that the outcome of a strategy-proof voting scheme is
independent of the ranking of infeasible alternatives. While this seems a
desirable property, unfortunately it also means that we do not gain any
additional freedom in the scheme by asking voters to provide a ranking for
dummies. This directly leads us to our main result, a proof of the Gibbard-
Satterthwaite theorem from Theorem 5.
Proof. Assume that f : LN → A is strategy-proof, with |R| ≥ 3 (where
R := range(f)).
Let ·ˆ : L|R → L be an arbitrary embedding that adds the infeasible alter-
natives to a ranking of the possible outcomes (e.g., by placing them at the
bottom of the ranking; however, any embedding—i.e., any function ·ˆ that
satisfies Lˆ|R = L for every restricted ranking L ∈ L|R—will do).
Define a voting scheme fˆ : L|RN → R by
fˆ(L1, . . . , LN) := f(Lˆ1, . . . , LˆN).
It is easy to see that fˆ is strategy-proof:
fˆ(L1, . . . , L
′
i, . . . , LN) = f(Lˆ1, . . . , Lˆ
′
i, . . . , LˆN)
≤Lˆi f(Lˆ1, . . . , Lˆi, . . . , LˆN) = fˆ(L1, . . . , Li, . . . , LN)
since f is strategy-proof, and because both sides of the inequation are in R,
fˆ(L1, . . . , L
′
i, . . . , LN) ≤Li fˆ(L1, . . . , Li, . . . , LN)
follows with Lˆi|R = Li.
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Furthermore, fˆ is onto: let x ∈ R. Because R = range(f), we can find L1,
. . . , LN ∈ L with f(L1, . . . , LN) = x. Note that L̂i|R|R = Li|R for each indi-
vidual i. Thus fˆ(L1|R, . . . , LN |R) = f(L̂1|R, . . . , L̂N |R) = f(L1, . . . , LN) = x
by Lemma 6, applied to f .
Therefore fˆ is dictatorial by Theorem 5, i.e., there exists an individual i
such that (for all x ∈ R) fˆ(L1, . . . , LN) = x if and only if x is at the top of
i’s ranking Li (where L1, . . . , LN ∈ L|R).
Now let L1, . . . , LN ∈ L. Again (using Lemma 6 just like above) we have
f(L1, . . . , LN) = fˆ(L1|R, . . . , LN |R). Thus f(L1, . . . , LN) = x if and only if x
is at the top of i’s restricted ranking Li|R. This proves that individual i is a
dictator for f .
The key idea of the above proof is to use the given voting scheme f to
define a related scheme fˆ to which Theorem 5 can be applied. In particular, fˆ
must be onto. To achieve this, we consider alternatives in the range of f only,
and define fˆ for rankings restricted to these alternatives. Independence of
irrelevant alternatives then proves that fˆ is onto, and that fˆ being dictatorial
carries over to the original voting scheme f . This is closely related to the
condition of partitioned information (CPI), stating that the outcome of a
voting scheme restricted to a subset of the alternatives depends on rankings
over that subset only, which was shown to be equivalent to IIA by Ray [Ray73,
Theorem 3].
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